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mount&blade: with fire & sword developer(s) snowberry connectionsich studio taleworlds publisher(s) paradox
interactive 1c company version 1.143 platform(s) pc release date(s) na may 4, 2011 eu may 4, 2011 tr may 5,

2011 genre(s) action rpg, strategy, simulation mode(s) single-player, multi-player mount & blade 2: warband is the
sequel to the critically acclaimed action-rpg, mount & blade: warband. once again you take control of a mercenary
band as you battle across the eastern mediterranean in a visceral action-rpg experience. experience close quarter
combat, mounted combat, and the overwhelming scale of medieval warfare in a new and enhanced game from the

creators of mount & blade. mount & blade is the game of high adventure and epic war! high in the mountains of
the north, the clans of aela lead the clans of galt in a blood struggle for the lands of the north. as a mercenary you
will be able to fight for one of the clans in a ruthless struggle for power. fight as the lord's guard, the blades, the

bloodhounds, the raiders, and much more. mount & blade: warband is the sequel to the critically acclaimed action-
rpg, mount & blade: warband. once again you take control of a mercenary band as you battle across the eastern
mediterranean in a visceral action-rpg experience. experience close quarter combat, mounted combat, and the

overwhelming scale of medieval warfare in a new and enhanced game from the creators of mount & blade.
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mount & blade with fire & sword features a new faction system. the player can choose a faction at
the beginning of the game. as the player progresses through the game and builds up his army, he

will be granted access to more troops and more powerful troops in the upcoming battles. the player
has to choose between the three factions. each faction has unique troop trees with different powers
and different troop formations. the player can choose between the three factions at the beginning of
the game. mount & blade with fire & sword features a different system for character progression. the

player starts the game with only two primary and one secondary skills. the player has to earn the
skill points needed to increase the number of skills in his skill tree by completing quests, defeating

enemy troops, and winning battles. the player starts with 30 skill points at the beginning of the game
and can earn additional skill points by completing quests. in with fire & sword there are two main

factions - the muscovite and cossack factions. the muscovite faction is represented by the players'
character and the cossack faction is represented by the npc soldiers. the player must start out with

the cossack faction and, later in the game, switch to the muscovite faction. from the military point of
view, the game is mostly about sniping, as the game lets you take out opponents from a distance
with the rifleman skill, and the best option in those circumstances is to shoot from afar, at close

range, or use grenades to hit groups of people at once. you can also use the musket and pistols for
the first few levels, but it is really only good for shooting from a distance and holding back on the

musket/pistol until you have a good close range weapon, like the pike or the sword. even with these
weapons, it is recommended to equip them as soon as you get them, as reload times can be long,

and it can take a while to get a good aim, so you want to get as much of a distance as you can.
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